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Barshim joint winner with Tobe at Tokyo meeting
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Qatar's Mutaz Essa Barshim in action during the men's high jump final at Tokyo yesterday.
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Fifth straight for Hamilton in Spain

“I saw a British flag out there which I haven’t seen for a long time, I feel great.”

Barshim joint winner with Tobe at Tokyo meeting

Barshim and Tobe are both athletes in the men's high jump. Both athletes share their victory in the event, with Barshim becoming the joint winner and Tobe coming in second place. This marks a historical moment in the sport as the two athletes tied for the top position, leading to a unique and unprecedented situation in the event’s history.
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Man City's title party delayed by United win at Villa

That's the best thing. At least we don't drive into a blue army tonight.

Manchester City's Premier League title party was postponed again by Manchester United, who edged out their rivals 3-2 at Villa Park. The Premier League prospects fade with their bid to avoid relegation as a fourth bottom Fulham, who have been out of the team for several games, could only draw with fourth bottom Bournemouth.
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Monaco stays on course for CL qualification

Teenager Matazo scores the winner at Reims for Kovac's side. Marseille hopes of finishing fifth dealt a blow as they lose 1-0 at Saint-Etienne.

Monaco, who had been two points behind Atalanta in Serie A yesterday. The last 15 minutes of the match saw the French side take full control of the game and the Italian side were unable to create any clear-cut chances.

Marseille's hopes of finishing fifth in the French league were dashed as they were held to a 1-1 draw with Montpellier.

Meanwhile, Lyon are also five points ahead of third-placed Napoli in Serie A. Monaco then saw their push for a place in the Champions League next season falter as they were held to a draw by Lens.

In Serie A, Atalanta flattened Parma to return second place in the table. The team are level with Roma on 42 points but have a game in hand and are well placed to challenge for the Serie A title.

In the Italian Serie A, Atalanta and five points ahead of third-placed Napoli. Monaco then saw their push for a place in the Champions League next season falter as they were held to a draw by Lens.

Teenager Matazo, who was split the title between them. However, this victory takes Monaco's side back up to third place in the Serie A standings. Atalanta and Champions and Champions and Champions last weekend.

Fourth will have to settle for the consolation of a place in the Europa League semi-finals in 2017, with the top two going through to the final at Wembley.

Benevento 1 (Lapadula 16) Cagliari 3

Parma 2 (Brunetta 79, Sohm 88) Atalanta 3

Hellas Verona 1 (Dimarco 88) Torino 1
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Pakistan on verge of successive innings win over Zimbabwe

I ‘NEVER LOST HOPE AND KEPT PERFORMING AT THE DOMESTIC LEVEL’

Pakistani batsmen were thwarted by bad light yesterday, one wicket short of a second successive innings win against Zimbabwe, but could still claim to have contained a team they would have expected to have beaten with ease on their southern African tour.

Heavy, drizzling showers by Rogue Chakabva on the third day of the second Test at Harare Sports Club, Zimbabwe were 220 for nine in their follow-on innings after the hosts were snapped up for 137 in their first innings.

“It would be a great win if tomorrow we can put a full team into the field, we can make it a full 10 wickets,” said coach Waqar Younis, who took two wickets in the second innings.

Zimbabwe won two more wickets against South Africa before winning by 105 runs in their second innings.

Chakabva scored 80 as Zimbabwe made their highest total of a series in 10 matches.

Seven wickets fell for 35 runs.

Pakistani fast bowler Hasan Ali continued his maturity, taking a first seven wickets in 40 overs in the second innings but conceded only nine runs in 13.5 overs.

“I was confident and taking the wickets which I should have,” he said.

Pakistan were 186 for three at the close, 158 runs ahead, with four sessions remaining.

“I was trying to find a balance between playing a long innings and taking my opportunity when they came to hand,” he said.

The sixth wicket fell two overs before the scheduled lunch but the last pair, Luke Jongwe and Blessing Muzarabani, survived.

The umpires allowed an extra half hour’s play in order to try to finish a draw four overs into the added time.

Pakistan players celebrate victory after winning on the third day of the Test match against Zimbabwe at Harare Sports Club yesterday. (Reuters)
Westbrook ties Robertson for most NBA triple-doubles

**NBA**

Los Angeles

A

other historic night from Russell Westbrook helped the Golden State Warriors rout the Oklahoma City Thunder on Monday night in Indianapolis, setting the stage for a showdown over the Indiana Pacers on Saturday. Westbrook matched the 11th triple-double of his career on Saturday, tying Oscar Robertson for most NBA triple-doubles.
Golf

McIlroy two back of leader Mitchell at Quail Hollow

“I worked pretty hard these last couple weeks. I found something last week.”

LEADING THIRD-ROUND SCORES

**ANZ**


**American Express**

South African Higgo sinks hole-in-one en route to Canary Islands triumph

South African youngster Garrick Higgo found an amazing hole-in-one to fire him to victory in the 2021 Omega European Masters, and then went on to win the European Tour’s flagship event for the first time. Higgo shot the day of his life against the backdrop of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, but instead of a birdie, he made an eagle and shot a five-under 63 to claim the title.

**Horse Racing**

Kentucky Derby winner Medina Spirit fails drugs test

Medina Spirit, the Kentucky Derby winner who once looked destined for greatness, failed a drug test in Florida last month, leading to his disqualification from the race. The horse’s trainer, Bob Baffert, has been under scrutiny for years over drug violations.
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South African youngster Garrick Higgo found an amazing hole-in-one to fire him to victory in the 2021 Omega European Masters, and then went on to win the European Tour’s flagship event for the first time. Higgo shot the day of his life against the backdrop of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, but instead of a birdie, he made an eagle and shot a five-under 63 to claim the title.
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South African Higgo finds an amazing hole-in-one to fire him to victory in the 2021 Omega European Masters, and then went on to win the European Tour’s flagship event for the first time. Higgo shot the day of his life against the backdrop of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, but instead of a birdie, he made an eagle and shot a five-under 63 to claim the title.

**Horse Racing**

Kentucky Derby winner Medina Spirit fails drugs test

Medina Spirit, the Kentucky Derby winner who once looked destined for greatness, failed a drug test in Florida last month, leading to his disqualification from the race. The horse’s trainer, Bob Baffert, has been under scrutiny for years over drug violations.

**Sport**

South Africa’s Higgo sinks hole-in-one en route to Canary Islands triumph

South African youngster Garrick Higgo found an amazing hole-in-one to fire him to victory in the 2021 Omega European Masters, and then went on to win the European Tour’s flagship event for the first time. Higgo shot the day of his life against the backdrop of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, but instead of a birdie, he made an eagle and shot a five-under 63 to claim the title.
I think I broke his cheek. He didn’t come out to fight because I broke his cheek.
Horse Racing

Um, Sheikh Saqr's Alkedri lands Group 3 Prix Damas

Al Shaqab's Alkedri lands Group 3 Prix Damas at Doha this year.